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Discriminatory von Neumann-Morgenstern Solutions.

J.G.C. Heijmans

'The von Neumann-Morgenstern solution (vN-M solution) or stable set is arguably the most

dynamic and flexible solution concept for cooperative games with side-payments. Perhaps the most

striking phenomenon is that vN-M solutions often suggest intricate coalition formation processes and

corresponding payoffs. Why this occurs is not well understood. On the other hand, vN-M solutions are

dilficult to find. This paper deals with the class of discriminatory vN-M solutions and presents results

that give insights in the corresponding coalition formation process. A computationally effective

procedure is presented to answer the decision problem whether or not a proposed set of imputations to

a given game is a discriminatory vN-M solution.

A discriminatory g! is a collection of imputations repregenting the scenario where certain

players (the discriminated players) each receive a fixed amount, and the group of remaining players

(the bargainers) can split the rest in any way they like. These discriminatory sets appear frequently as

von Neumann-Morgenstern solutions or as building blocks of vN-M solutions. The best known example

occurs for the monotone simple games: for every minimal winning coalition there is a corresponding

discriminatory vN-M solution that assigns 0 to each player outside the minimal winning coalition.

This paper studies (for (0, l)-normalised games) the discriminatory sets that are vN-M

solutions. It is fairly easily seen that the set of bargainers for a discriminatory vN-M solution forms a

minimal y!!g! coalition (vital in the sense of Gillies [1959, p. 70]) and the total amount available for

the bargainers is smaller than or equal to the worth of that minimal vital coalition. Minimal vital

coalitions may be described as the minimal non-trivial coalitions with positive worth. An interesting

new result described in this paper is that discriminatory vN-M solutions essentially appear only when

the Core is empty. More precisely, if there exists a discriminatory vN-M solution that assigns a



positive amount to at least one discriminated player, then the Core of the game must be empty.

This paper gives effective characterisations of the discriminatory sets that are vN-M solutions.

Besides the afore mentioned requirements regarding the set of bargaining players, the characterisations

also involve a certain domination requirement on a linite set of gpgBglig' discriminatory sets. Each of

lhe competing discriminatory sets has the same set of discriminated players but now some of those

players have lqst their original allocations to the bargainers, so the competing discriminatory sets are

more attractive to the bargainers than the original discriminatory set. The domination requirement on

a competing discriminatory set is satisfied if and only if the Core of a certain reduced game (attractive

for the set of bargaining players) is empty. The reduced game is similar to the well-known Davis-

Maschler reduced game.

Connections with previous work on discriminatory vN-M solutions will be given at ihe end of

section 1, and at other relevant places in this paper.

1. Terminology.

Let S be a nonempty subset of {1,2,...,n}. Viewing a vector x € Rn as a mapping from

the set {1,2,...,n} into R, let xS denote the restriction of x to S. Let RS denote the collection

of functions y: S-R, and hence *S e nS. We write x(S) =.D *r.
r€S

An n4g game (in characteristic function form) is a pair (n, v) where n > 2 is an integer

and v is a function frorn 2{1'2'.'''n} into R with v(0) = 0. The members of N = {1,2,...,n}

are the olavers and the nonempty subs€ts of N are the coalitions. The mapping v is the

characteristic function and u(S) is the worth of coalition S. (We do not assume superadditivity.)

The set of imputations is

A={x€Rn:x,)"({i}) for all i€N and x(N)-v(N)}.

As usual, we will only consider (0,1)-normalised games, i.e. v({i}) = 0 for all i € N and



v(N) - l. A (0,1)-normalised game is svmmetric if the worth v(S) depends only on the size of S,

andwewrite v(s) insteadof v(S),where s=lsl. Acoalition S iseffectivefor x€A if x(S)<

"(S). Let x, y € A. We say that x dominates t ul" the coalition S (x domg y) if S is effective

for x and xi )yi forall i€s,andthat x dominates y (xdomy) if thereexistsacoalition S

with x domg y. Note that domination via N and via l-player coalitions are empty relations. For

x€A and KgA, we write dom(x) = {ye A: x dom y} and dom(K) = [-rJ dom (x). A set

x€K
K C A is internallX stable if the restriction of the relation dom to K is empty, and externallv stable

if every y € A-K is dominated by some x € K. If K is both internally and externally stable then

K is a von Neumann-Morqenstern solution (vN-M solution) or a qllgbh set. The Core C is defined as

C = {x € A: x(S) ) u(S) for all coalitions S},

and the set of all imputations that are undominated is the domcore. Clearly, C C domcore I K for

any vN-M solution K.

Let (n,v) be a (0,1)-normalised game.

that a€RD satisfies

(i) ai 2 0 for all i € D, and

(ii) Da1 ( 1.

i€D

Let D be a coalition different from N and suppose

(1)

The set K(D,a) = {x€A: xi = a, for all i€D} consisting of the imputations that allocate a to

the members of D is called a discriminatory set. The players in D are said to be discriminated, the

vector a is the allocation to the discriminated players, the players in B = N-D are the bareainine

olavers and the quantity b = 1-a(D) > 0 is the barsaining amount. The center of K(D,a) is

denoted by c(D,a), i.e. c(D,a)i = a. if ieD and c(D,a)1 = ft if i€8. For a given

discriminatory set K(D,a) it is useful to write D+ = {i e D: ai ) 0}, d - lDl and a* = lD*|.

A vN-M solution that is also a discriminatory set is called a discriminatorv voL Neumann-

Moreenstern solution. Note that the strict inequality in (1) prevents K(D,a) from being a singleton,

but this is not a restriction since vN-M solutions for (0, l)-normalised games can not be singletons. We



now review a well-known example.

Examole 1: A symmetric (0,1)-normalised 3-person game is completely determined by the worth v(2)

of thetwo-personcoalitions,wherew.l.o.g.0<v(2)11. Theimputationsetis A={xe R3, x>

0, x1 * x2 + x3 - 1). We describe all discriminatory vN-M solutions K(D,a).

There can only be one discriminated player; if there were two discriminated players, then

K(D, a) is a singleton, which is clearly insufficient for external stability. W.l.o,g. player 1 is

dis*iminated. The discriminatory set f({1},a1) is a vN-M solution if and only if 1-v(2) S "t 
(

"Q)-t (see Figure 1). The condition 1-v(2) < a1 is necessary otherwise (1,0,0) remains

undominated, and (if a1*0) the condition a1 ( tg-t is needed to dominate $,t,+). It is

easily seen that these conditions are also sufficient.

It follows that discriminatory vN-M solutions do exist if and only if v(Z) > t.

(1,0,0)

x1*x3:v(2) *x2 =v(2)

(a1,1-v(2),v(2)-a1)

x({1}, a1)

x2*x3= v(2)

(0,1,0) (0,0,1)

a,# (o,r](z)+al,v(2)-al)

Figure 1
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The term discrimination is used in the literature in several different ways in connection with
vN-M solutions' The most prevalent usage is in the sense of 'subset of K(D,a)', i.e. vN-M solutions
for which each imputation assigns a constant amount to certain players. This paper,s notion of
"discriminatory set' may be refered to as a purely discriminatory set. weber,s [1gg2, p. bB]

terminology would say that K(D, a) is discriminatory with respect to D and distributive with respect

to B.

one traditional usage of of the notion of discrimination is in attempts to inflate a vN-M
solution of a game to a vN-M solution of an enlarged game by ailocating a fixed amount to each of the
new players (the vN-M solution of the enlarged game would be a subset of the discriminatory set
K(D'a)' where D is the set of new players.) Gillies [lgsg] did so for the symmetric vN-M solutions of
Bott's (n'k)-games [1953], as well as for games whose core is a vN-M solution [1g5g, pg. g1]. shapley

[1967] did so by assigning zero to each of the new players. Owen [1966] obtained some general results
in this direction.

Discriminatory vN-M solutions have been studied for particurar classes of games. we mention
here the 4person constant-sum games ( Hebert [196a] and owen [1970]), simple games (owen [1g65]
characterised all purely discriminatory vN-M solutions using the values of a large number of (incidence)
matrix-games associated with minimal winning coalitions), games where only coalitions of a certain
size are relevant for domination (owen [1968], weber [1g?3a,b,c], chang [19g6], Heijmans [1gg6]), and
absolutely stable games (weber [1982]). sokolina [tgg5 and 1gg6] has results on vN-M solutions
whose imputations assign the same fixed amount to a particurar coalition of two players and has
refered to this situation as discrimination also.

2. Basic Results.

Acoalition T isvital if thereareimputations x,y(A with xdomly but x doesnot



dominate y via any proper subcoalition S C T (Gillies [1959, p. 70]). It is clear that if x domg y

for some coalition U, then there exists a vital coalition T C U with x doml' y. For domination

purposes one may therefore restrict attention to the vital coalitions. A minimal vital coalition is a

vital coalition that has no prop€r vital subcoalitions. The following characterisation of minimal vital

coalitions is well known.

Lemma 1: Let T be any coalition different from N. T is minimal vital if and only if v(T) ) 0 and

"(U) S 0 for all proper subcoalitions U C T.

Proof: For any coalition S # N the binary relation dom5 is not empty if and only if v(S) > 0.

This observation immediately proves "il'. For the "only if'part it suffices to observe that T

implies "(T) > 0, and the minimality of T implies that domg is empty for every U C T.

For simple games it is well known (see e.g. Owen, [1982 p. 169]) that every minimal winning

coalition S givesrisetoadiscriminatoryvN-Msolution K(D,a),*h"." B=S and a=0. Infact,

Gillies [1959, p. 73] proved that if a (0,l)-normalised game has a minimal vital coalition S with v(S)

= 1, then it has a discriminatory vN-M solution with B = S and a = 0. We will see below using

not much more than Gillies' arguments, that for any discriminatory vN-M solution K(D, a) the set B

of the bargaining players must be a minimal vital coalition with worth v(B) ) b. For the purpose of

interpretation, this indicates that B is not so much an unbreakable coalition that upon formation will

then negotiate with the remaining players about how to divide l-v(B), but rather the result of a

process that creates a coalition B as part of its outcome and assigns a share of B's worth, namely

v(B)-b 2 0, to the discriminated players.

is vital

tr

Lemma 2: K(D' a) is internally stable if and only if v(S) ( 0 for all proper subcoalitions S of B.



Proof:

for all

suppose

x and

Clearly

Theorem3: Let K(D,a) beadiscriminatorysetfora(0,l)-normalisedgame (n,v).

(i) If K(D,a) is a discriminatory vN-M solution, then B is minimal vital and v(B) > b > 0.

(ii) If B is minimal vital and v(B) > b > 0, then K(D,a) is internally stable and {y€A-K(D,a):

y(B) < b) S dom (K(D,a)).

Proof:(i) Byexternalstability,theimputation x definedby xi=ai+ & if i€D, xi=0 if

i € B, is dominated by some z € K(D, a). It is clear that z must dominate x via some subcoalition

of B. In light of Lemma 2 the domination must be via B itself, and thus v(B) > z(B) : b ) 0.

Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 1, we conclude that B is minimal vital.

(ii) From Lemma I and Lemma 2 we obtain that K(D,a) is internally stable. Let y€A-K(D,a)

with y(B) < b. Consider x€K(D,a) defined by xi =.i if i€D, and xi = yi. W if

i€B. Since *i)yi forall i€B and x(B):b<v(B),itfollowsthat xdomgy. tr

Gillies, Owen, Weber and Chang obtained (i) and the first conclusion of (ii) for special classes

of games, and Owen [1966, p. 654] derived the second conclusion of (ii) in general.

Theorem 3 implies that in order to characterize all discriminatory vN-M solutions for (0,1)-

Domination inside K(D, a) can only occur via proper subcoalitions of B. Clearly,

SCB, then the domination relation restricted to K(D,a) is empty. On the

ScB with v(S) > 0. Let , = #t 
MIN {v(S), l-a(D)} t o. Consider the

y in K(D,a) defined by

(", if i€D (r, if i€D
ll

-1 , if ies vi:l0 if i€s

ll - a(D) - lsld ir i€B_s I t - a(o) if i€B_s.t-m:=i- rtrED-r \-IB-i-
x domg y, and thus K(D, a) is not internally stable.

*i

if v(S) < 0

other hand,

imputations

tr
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Since y € L it follows that T+ * 0. Define z € Rn by

(o ir i€
ttt=1or if i€

I ". *v(T+)+v(T-)-a(T-)\"r lEl- tf t€

Observe that z ) 0 and that z(N) - a(to) + a(T-) + y(B) +

y(T*) + y(T-) + y(B) - y(N) = 1. Thus z€A. Since T*

and in fact z€L1. Hence there is x€K(D,a) and a coalition

SGT+UB. Since xi = ai ) yi for all ieT+ and *i ) ,i

domg y. Thus L C dom (K(D, a)).

Proof:(i) Ifb-1,then "i=0 forall i€D,andthus K(D,a):iy€A;y(B)=1) and L:Ll

=0. If b<l,then Dl#0,andthereforetheimputation y definedby yi:0 if i€D, and

vi = fi if i € B belongs to L1. Thus L1 (and hence L) is nonempty.

(ii) Incase b=l thereisnothingtoprove. Assume b<1. Hence 0*\CL,andthe'if-part

isobvious. Assumethat L1 C dom (K(D,a)). Let y €L. Define

T+ = {ieD: yi ( a1},

To = {ie D: yi = ai} and

T- = {ieD: y1 > ai}.

In summaryr we have the following competitive characterisation of discriminatory vN-M

solutions.

Theorem 5: Let K(D,a) be a discriminatory set for a (0,1lnormalised game (n,v).

K(D, a) is a discriminatory vN-M solution if and only if

(i) B is minimal vital,

(ii) v(B)>b)0, and

(iii) K(D,fU(a)) G dom (K(D,a)) forall nonemptysubsets U g D*.

v(To

-K(I

'('r") +

.K(D,a)

Clearly,

have x



Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Lemma 4.

The "if -part of the following result is due to Gillies [1959, p. 73], and is best known for simple

games: for each minimal winning coalition in a simple game there is a discriminatory vN-M solution

where the bargainers form the minimal winning coalition and the discriminated players are totally

excluded (r* 
".g. 

Owen [1982, p. 169]).

E

Corollarv 6: Let (n,r) be a (0,llnormalised game.

the discriminatory set where 0 is the zero-vector in

vN-M solution if and only if v(B) > 1 and v(S) < 0

Let B t N be a coalition and let K(N-8,0)

RN-B. Then K(N-B,0) is a discriminatory

forall ScB.

Proof: For the discriminatory set K(N-8,0) we have that b = 1 and that D* = 0.

result follows immediately from Theorem 5 (or Theorem 3) and Lemma 1.

The desired

Shapley [196?] determined necessary and su{ficient conditions for the preservation of vN-M

solutions when adding players to the game who will then be excluded (receive payoff 0). Theorem 5

supplies a straigthforward direct way to obtain these results for the discriminatory vN-M solutions.

Corollarv 7: Let (n,rrt) be an (0,l)-normalised game. Let m 2 1 be an integer. Let (n*m,u'j U"

a (0,I)-normalised game such that vl is the restriction of v2 to {1,2,...,n} (with the possible

exception that v2({1,2,...,n}) I l). Let K(D,a) be a discriminatory set of (n, vr). Let (a,d) €

RD
U{n*1'"''n*m}, 

where d is the zero-vector in o{n*l'"''n*m}. then

K(D,a) is vN-M solution for (n,vr) +)

K(DU{n+1,...,n*m},(a,d)) is a vN-M solution for (n+m,v2).

Proof: Both discriminatory sets have the same set of bargaining players B C {1,2,...,n}, the same

i0



bargaining amount b and the same D+. Since vl is the restriction of v2 to {1,2,...,n}, it follows

that B is minimal vital for vr if and only if B is minimal vital for v2. Since all imputations

xeK(Du{n*1,...,n*m},Pg(a,d)) and in K(Du{n+1,...,n*m},(a,d)) satisfy xn+1 =...=
xn+m : 0, it follows that for all USD+: f(O,Py(a)) I dom (K(D,a)) if and only if

K(DU{n+1,...,n*m},Pg(a,d)) C dom (K(Du{n+1,...,n*m},(",9))).These observations together

with Theorem 5 imply the desired result.

If a game possesses a discriminatory vN-M solution, then the core C must be empty, except

for the extreme case where all discriminated players are excluded. An example of the latter is the 3-

p€rson simple majority game where player t has vetopower. The only discriminatory vN-M solutions

are K({2},0) and K({3},0), and C = domcore : {(1,0,0)}.

Theorem 8: If a (0,l)-normalised game (n,r) has a discriminatory vN-M solution K(D,a) with

a * 0, then C -- domcore : 0.

Proof. Since C ! domcore I K(D,a), it suffices to show that no imputation in K(D,a) belongs

ai
domcore. Let y€K(D,a) and let jeD+. Consider z€K(D,P1.,1(a)) definedby ,i = ti + d
i€B. Since K(D,a) is a vN-M solution, there exists x€ K(D,a) and a coalition S with x domg

Since x. : z. for all i€ D-{j}, we have that S g BU{j}. We have that SfiB * 0, otherwise

isasingleton. Alsowehavethat j€s,otherwise S=B (B isminimalvital) and x(B)=bq

* ai = z(B). Thus

MIN {1, u(S)} > x(S) = a, + x(SnB) > "j + z(SnB) ) a5 * y(SnB) = y(S).

It is now easy to find an imputation w € A with w domg y. So y E domcore.

Io

u

z.

5

b

E
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3. Discriminatory vN-M solutions and Cores of reduced gam6.

When using Theorem 5 to determine whether a proposed discriminatory set K(D, a)

vN-M solution, it is clear that checking condition (iii) is hardest. We will explore this issue in

section, assuming that B is minimal vital and 
"(B) > b > 0.

Let K(D,q) b". competing discriminatory set where C * a. We want to find necessary and

sufficient conditions for K(D,q) S dom (K(D,a)). A partial answer was obtained in Theorem 3 (ii):

Case 1: 1-q(D) < l-a(D) = b.

Inthiscase K(D,q) C domg (K(D,a)),sinceany y € K(D,q) satisfies y(B) = l-q(D) < b.

= {i € D: qi ( a1}. Thus U c D+. In this case K(D,q) may be dominated via subcoalitions

More precisely, we have:

isa

this

Let U

of U.

Case2: Thereexists SCU with 0<a(S)<v(S).

In this case K(D, q) C domg (K(D, a)), since any

x € K(D,a).

We will now concentrate on the remaining case:

Case3: l-q(D) ) l-a(D) - b and forall SGU: a(S) > v(S).

Lemma 9: Assume Case 3 applies to K(D,q).

there exists S g BUU, with Sf'lB * B, SnB

a(SnU)+ y(SnB)<"(S),

y(SnB) < b.

y € K(D, q) is dominated via S by every

Let y € K(D, q). Then y € dom (K(D, a)) if and only if

t 0, SnU I 0, satisfying

and

Proof. (=+) Suppose x€K(D,a) dominates y via the coalition S. From the definition of U it

t2



v(S) > x(S) - x(SnU)+x(snB) - a(SnU) +x(SnB) > a(SnU)+v(SnB) and

' b =x(B) >x(SnB) >y(SnB).

Notethat SnB + B, otherwise l-q(D) = y(B) = y(SnB) ( b, acontradiction.

(e) Note that B-S + 0. Define 6 = MIN {"(Sl - a(SnU) - y(Snn), b - v(SnB)}. trt"t o

> 0. Define x € K(D, a) by

(,, if ieD,

*i = J 
rr * Fk, ir i€snB

Ib-v(snP)-a if i€B_s.\ lB-sl

Observe that x 2 0 because d S b-y(SflB), and that x(N) - 1, and thus indeed x€K(D'a).

Since SgBUU, itisclearthat *i)yi forall i€S. Finally,becauseof thedefinitionof 6,

x(S) = x(SnU) + x(SnB) -- a(SnU) + y(SnB) + 6 < v(S).

follows that S g B U U. Since Case 3 applies, it follows that

x(B) > y(B):l-q(D)) and SnB t 0 (otherwise v(S)

have that

SnU + 0 (otherwise S: B and b =

) *(S) : a(S)). Since x domg y, we

Hence x dom5 y. cl

Lemma 10: Assume Case 3 applies to K(D,q). Then K(D,q)S dom (K(D,a)) if and only if there

exists y € K(D,q) such that for all 0 *T CB,

y(r) > MIN { o, 
o}t*Iu 

v(ruR) - a(R) }. (2)

Proof. From Lemma 9 we obtain that K(D, q) $ dom (K(D, a)) if and only if there exists y € K(D, q)

such that for all S g BUU with SllB + B, SnB * 0 and SnU #0:

y(Sns) > MIN { b, v(S) - a(SnU) }.

Let T play the role of SOB and R play the role of SfiU. Ilence K(D,q)f dom (K(D,a)) if and

onlyif thereexists y€K(D,q) suchthatforall 0*TCB and 0IRGU:

13



Y(T) > MIN { b, v(TuR) - "(R) }.

This, together with the obs€rvation that

- MAx MIN { b, v(TuR) - a(R) } - MIN { b, . ryI4{__ v(TuR) - "(R) },o#Rgu 0#Rgu
proves the desired result.

Note: We may replace in (2) bv MAX.
RCU'

y(T) > 0 and v(T)-a(0) = 0.

In summary, let z be a proposed imputation not in K(D, a). This deviation z can be

blocked by B if z(B)<b (case 1). The deviation can be blocked by SCU = {ie D: zi (ai} if

a(S) ! v(S) (case 2). lf z is not blocked in either one of these obvious ways, then z car. only be

blocked in the sense of Lemma 9. This cannot be done precisely when the restriction of z to B

belongs to the Core of the reduced game v* on B defined by:

0 +T cB.

That is, z restricted to B satisfies every subcoalition T of B in the sense that either T will do at

least as well with z as with any imputation in K(D, a), or that T is unable to do better by leaving

B and joining forces with some players in U (who lost part of their initial allocation) by promising to

restore their original share ai. In other words, K(D,a) is not externally stable if and only if there

exists an imputation z(K(D,a) that cannot be blocked by players in U = {i€D: z1 (a1} alone,

and whose restriction to B is a satisfactory way of splitting z(B) in the sense of belonging to the

Core of an attractive reduced game.

A discriminatory vN-M solution can be thought of as an assignment of payoffs b, a to the

coalitions in the coalition structure {8, {i}i 6 p}, where B is minimal vital, where b < v(B) (this

effectiveness condition enables B to block deviations reducing its share), and where deviations that do

not reduce B's share can be blocked by a coalition of individuals not in B that are losing some of

EI

slnceMAX
0+Rgu

v*(B; = z(B)' (which is ) b),

"*(T) = MIN { b, S{$'ttrR) - a(R) },

14



their allocation, or fail to satisfy every subcoaliton of B in the above reduced game sense-

In view of the observations made in this section, we may now reformulate Theorem 5. It is

useful to introduce the following terminology. A nonempty subset U E D* is non-effective for

K(D, a) if a(U) > v(U). A nonempty' subset U g D* is totallv non-effective for K(D, a) if every

subset SE U isnon-effectivefor K(D,a).

Theorem 11.: Let K(D,a) be adiscriminatory set for a (0,llnormalised game (n,v).

K(D,a) is a discriminatory vN-M solution if and only if

(i) B is minimal vital,

(ii) "(B)>b>0, and

(iii) For every totally non-effective U g

where vg is defined by

vU(B)=b+a(U),

vu(r) = MIN { b, HAf

D+, the Core of the induced game vU is empty,

v(TuR) - a(R) ), 0+T cB.

Proof: Start with Theorem 5. If U C D+ is not totally non-effective, then there exists S g U such

"B'*(r) = He$ 
v(ruR)-x(R) = HA$ 'ttuR)-a(R), 6 +r cB.

I that f(D,PU(a))Gdomg(K(D,a)). Incase UgD" istotallynon-effective,weapplyLemmal0to

f(O,PU(a)): Since {ieD: PU(a)1 ( ai} = U andany y€K(D,eU(a)) satisfies y(B): b+a(U)'

the desired result follows immediatelv. tl

Note: The reduced games vg that play a role

with respect to B and any x € K(D,a):

uB'*(B)=x(B)=f,

here resemble the Davis-Maschler reduced game vB'x
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The reduced games in Theorem 11 are generally not 0-normalised. Depending on the game,

K(D, a) may have many totally non-e{fective U's. Even though every non-empty subset of a totally

non-effective set is itself totally non-effective, it may be seen that one can not restrict attention to

maximal totally non-effective sets in condition (iii) of Theorem 11.

Theorem'11 enables us to check whether a proposed discriminatory set K(D,a) is a vN-M

solution. Sometimes it also provides opportunities to determine all discriminatory vN-M solutions, as

illustrated in the following example.

Example 2. Me and my Aunt (Davis and Maschler [1965]). The players in this well known game are

{Aunt, I, P, Q, R} and the characteristic function v is given by: v(S) = 100 if A€ S and lSl 2

2, v(I,P,Q, R) = 100 and 
"(S) - 0 otherwise (this is of course the voting game [4; 3,1,1,1,1] in

disguise.) The minimal vital coalitions are {I, P, Q, R} and every 2-player coalition containing Aunt.

We determine the discriminatory vN-M solutions with B = {I, P, Q, R} and with B - {A,I}.

Case B - {I, P, Q, R}. The case a = 0, (Aunt receive nothing), immediately yields a discriminatory

vN-M solution since D+ = 0. For a ) 0, the only totally non-uff""tir," U is U = {A}. Thus the

reduced game is given by v{A}(I,P,Q,R) : 100 and v141(S) = MIN {b, MAX {0, 100-ai} = b,

for all other coalitions S. Since b ) 0, the Core of this game is equal to the entire imputation set.

So in order for the Core to be empty we need b > 25. Hence every discriminatory set that assigns less

than 75 to Aunt is a vN-M solution.

Case B : {A, I}. Consider an allocation a that assigns a positive amount to at least one of the

players P, Q and R. Say ap ) 0. Thus {P} is totally non-effective. The reduced game uip}

satisfies "1f1(A,t) = b *ap, u1r1(A) - MIN {b,MAX {100 - up,0}} =b andulel(I) -
MIN {b, MAX {0-ap, 0}} - 0. Thus v1p1 has a nonempty Core. Hence the discriminatory set is

not a vN-M solution. It is clear that the discriminatory set that completely excludes P, Q and R is

a vN-M solution. El
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